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Eskair, your ally for exceptional recreational spaces and equipment

Eskair designs, manufactures and installs outdoor recreational equipment made from cedar. We offer a wide range of playground modules and

accessories, original street furniture, as well as adult fitness equipment, all adapted to the natural environment to create a striking effect! Eskair

also provides a turnkey planning, development and integration service, a support service and an engineering and architecture department in

order to carry out your most ambitious projects.

Founded in 2014 by Éric Bourgault, a recreologist by training and construction contractor, the Drummondville company distributes its products

throughout Quebec, Canada and the United States. Eskair's focus is on the needs of creative and psychomotor development in childhood, as well

as to promote healthy lifestyles. We are committed to creating meaningful playgrounds, as well as exercise, teaching and socializing areas

suitable for the local environment, which are well designed and inspired by nature.

SIGNATURE ESKAIR SOLUTIONS

With its expertise in designing smart and forward-thinking spaces, Eskair has developed an approach to support and collaborate with its 

customers. We also specialize in schoolyard revitalization and have the ability to create custom equipment to meet your needs.  Our recognized 

expertise greatly simplifies your project and guarantees that it will be appreciated by your customers.

Our range of products and services

✓ Preschool and school playgrounds (18 months to 12 years)

✓ Urban, parks and public spaces furniture

✓ Fitness courses

✓ Project design integrated into your landscape and 

environment

✓ Custom or themed playground design

✓ 2D and 3D project implementation plan

✓ Consultation and project concept design



Eskair, oversized, playful and creative modules

Overview

✓ All of our equipment meets the Canadian CAN/CSA Z614-20 playground standard. 

✓ Our playgrounds are equipped with CSA-certified cedar fibre for play areas.

✓ All of our play modules are constructed from eastern white cedar or western red cedar, species known for their resistance to rot. Our 

equipment is therefore delivered without chemical treatment. Cedar is also known to pose little risk of splinters, has good structural 

uniformity and very high resistance to insects in its natural state.  

✓ We use cedar logs 4 to 12 inches in diameter that give our equipment a remarkable appearance and strength, far exceeding the structural 

integrity requirements of the equipment.

✓ Our 100% natural and untreated wood enables us to offer you a warranty for up to 12 years and requires little maintenance. Ask for a list 

of our warranties for more details!

✓ We use quality hardware that doesn't rust and is anti-theft. Our cables are made of steel covered with industrial-grade braided polyester.

✓ Check out more information and more 
photos and videos on the web:
www.eskairamenagement.com

www.facebook.com/eskairamenagement

✓ RBQ license #5766-8014-01    

✓ Quebec business number (NEQ)
#1173370348

http://www.eskairamenagement.com/
http://www.facebook.com/eskairamenagement


Eskair customized support

"Thank you Eric, to you and your team, for the

construction of two parks within our municipality. There

were many comments from citizens over the summer to

express their satisfaction with the final result.

Through our more limited resources, your support in the

parks’ design enabled you to draw on your expertise and

develop several innovative and practical ideas, ideas that

we had not thought of prior and yet made all the

difference for our residents. [...]

The work for the layout and installation of the various

modules was done with high quality, on time and at a

lower cost. It was truly a more than profitable

partnership!”

Matthieu Levasseur, Dir. General, Ste-Clotilde-de-Horton

"As a schoolyard project manager, Eric has helped us greatly in

all stages, including support, estimates and installation. His

knowledge saved us time and money. I enjoyed working with

Eric, his approach is friendly and he always has a solution to

offer us."

Luc Michaud, Dir. École Jardins des lacs, St-Denis-de-Brompton

Our sales team is waiting for your call to help you create your new recreational design! 
Contact us at the early beginning of your project for more comprehensive support. 

Sales:  819-471-7959  \ Admin and general info: 819-469-1441

ventes@eskairamenagement.com

mailto:ventes@eskairamenagement.com
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✓ The images and dimensions are provided for information purposes only. Some 
measurements have been rounded up by 6 inches and the required surface 
indicated varies when modules are combined. 

✓ Products are subject to change without notice. 

✓ The technical drawings show the above-ground part only. All modules are firmly 
anchored in the ground for safety reasons.

✓ All information and images contained in the catalogues are the exclusive property 
of Eskair.

✓ Contact us for the high-resolution version of the catalogues. 
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♥Pirate boat PRODUCT CODE: CRBT-04

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 15 children

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climbing Imagine
Crawl To slide
Socializing

Description

The Eskair pirate ship creates an imaginary world like no other. With the
different accessories and arrangements, children can fashion a creative
universe specific to this age group. There is a swing, a slide, a talk tube
through which to chat with friends, and a climbing net! The ship also has
areas that can be used as a lookout and as a prison for pirates. This
module is customizable and can be made into a version for 5 to 12 year-
olds.



♥ Tractor and cart CRVH-01PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 15 children

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climbing
Imagine
Crawl
To slide
Socializing

Description

The Eskair tractor looks like a real farm tractor. It has a small wagon
to provide an ultra-creative play environment. Children can crawl
through the engine, through the wheels, drive the tractor from the
cab, and climb and slide. A definite favorite!



 Combined beaver dam AGBC-04

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 12 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Pivot
Balance Socializing
Creativity

Description

New for 2021, the beaver dam pays homage to the builders in our forests. The
equipment design is both simple and complex, so children can progress at their
own pace. This equipment is free-standing and is easy to install. There is the
possibility of creating a custom dam for a unique project.

Note: The beaver dam consists of 2 separate modules joined during installation by 2
crossbeams. Each module can be manufactured separately as needed.
Product codes if purchased separately - Module A: AGBC-01, Module B: AGBC-02

Surface required
36,5 ft. x 27,5 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 25,5 ft.   W. 16 ft.  H. 12 ft.

PRODUCT CODE: 

A
B

B

A



 Junior beaver dam AGBC-03

Features

Age group: 3-5 years
Capacity: 5 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Pivot
Balance Socializing
Creativity

Description

New for 2021, the beaver dam pays homage to the builders in our
forests. We also made one for the small ones! The equipment design
is both simple and complex, so children can progress at their own
pace. This junior version is ideal for preschoolers. This equipment is
free-standing and is easy to install. There is the possibility of creating
a custom dam for a unique project.

PRODUCT CODE: 

Surface required
23 ft. x 23 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 11 ft.     W. 11 ft.     H. 9 ft.



 Junior combined shelter IMBC-01

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 12 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Socializing
Balance To slide
Creativity

Description

This equipment is well thought-out for toddler play areas. It is ideal
for daycare centres, as its great for socializing and free play activities
in the shade. The different components can be used as seats for
children. The sun shelter measures 12' x 12'.

Surface required
28ft x 23ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 20ft   W. 12ft  H. 10ft

PRODUCT CODE:



 Combined course IMPP-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 18 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Socializing
Balance To slide
Creativity

Description

This equipment provides many possibilities for a small play area. It 
offers everything children are looking for, such as socializing, taking 
up challenges, playing in a group, and imaginative play.

Surface required
28ft x 23ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 20ft   W. 12ft  H. 10ft

PRODUCT CODE:



 Combined aerial course IMPP-02

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 18 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Socializing
Balance Glisser
Creativity

Description

This mega equipment is every child's dream. It allows them to socialize, take up
challenges, play in groups, invent an imaginary game and so much more. It is
inspired by aerial rope parks, and children will love playing on this equipment
without touching the ground. It’s a signature module that will stand out
pleasantly in your decor.

Surface required
60ft x 42ft 

Above-ground equipment
H. 10ft

PRODUCT CODE:
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♥ Inclined monkey bar AGAE-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 5 children

♥ Children's favorite

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Socializing
Twirling

Description

This equipment provides an enjoyable challenge while remaining
safe for children. Its downward slope enables younger children to
descend the ladder, while older children will relish the challenge of
climbing it. Children will even sometimes use the equipment as a
place to socialize on top!

PRODUCT CODE: 

Surface required
24 ft. x 17 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 12 ft.     W. 5 ft.     H. 8 ft.



♥ Ninja steppers – inclined wall AGSA-04PRODUCT CODE: 

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 2 children

♥ Children's favorite

Game values

Jumping Balance
Climbing Crawl
Lift oneself up

Description

This equipment steals the show on the playground. The challenge of
ninja jumps is real, and it can take a while before you have the
confidence to launch yourself into the void. Children also use it to
make bridges by holding their hands together over the top of the
equipment and, for the more adventurous, jump from side to side.
Children also like to crawl behind the equipment.

Surface required
22 ft. x 18.5 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 10 ft.  W. 7 ft.  H. 3 ft.



Ninja steppers – half-round AGSA-05PRODUCT CODE: 

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 3 children

Game values

Balance
Jumping
Socializing

Description

This alternate version of the ninja jump challenge is simpler and
easier than the AGSA-04 model. Half-logs can also be used as
meeting places with friends.

Surface required
21,5 ft. x 15 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 11 ft.    W. 3 ft.     H. 1 ft.



♥ Double pull-up bar AGTR-02PRODUCT CODE: 

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 2 children

♥ Children's favorite

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Hanging
Twirling
Climbing
Socializing

Description

Pull-up bars are definitely a playground classic and are accessible
equipment for both beginners and athletes. People with reduced
mobility can also use the bar to lift themselves using the strength of
their arms. Note that young girls love this equipment and they often
get together to challenge each other.

Surface required
21 ft. x 14,5 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 9 ft.     H. 6 ft.



♥ Triple pull-up bar AGTR-03PRODUCT CODE: 

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 3 children

♥ Children's favorite

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Twirling
Jumping 
Hanging
Climbing

Description

Pull-up bars are definitely a playground classic and are accessible
equipment for beginners as well as athletes. People with reduced
mobility can also use the bar to lift themselves using the strength of
their arms. This version has 3 height levels, for a diversity of users.

Surface required
25 ft. x 14,5 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 12,5 ft.     H. 8 ft.



♥ Quadruple pull-up bar AGTR-04PRODUCT CODE: 

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 4 children

♥ Children's favorite

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Twirling
Jumping 
Hanging
Climbing

Description

Pull-up bars are definitely a playground classic and are accessible
equipment for beginners as well as athletes. People with reduced
mobility can also use the bar to lift themselves using the strength of
their arms. This version offers 4 height levels, recommended for
playgrounds designed for a broad age group.

Surface required
28 ft. x 16 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 12,5 ft.     H. 8 ft.



♥ Inclined hurdle (each) AGSA-02PRODUCT CODE: 

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 4 children

♥ Children's favorite

Game values

Jumping Twirling
Climbing Hanging
Balance Crawl

Description

Inclined hurdles are ideal for an agility course. With the incline, the
child can choose the desired level of difficulty and increase in
intensity as their confidence grows. You can do a course of several
inclined hurdles to work both sides of the body in one pass. Children
can also go over and under, hanging by the hands.

Surface required
17 ft. x 12,5 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 5 ft.     W. 6 in.     H. 3 ft.



Small hurdle (each) AGSA-03PRODUCT CODE: 

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 4 children

Game values

Crawl Balance
Jumping Socializing

Description

Small straight hurdles offer endless possibilities where the only limit 
is the imagination! Children can jump between the hurdles with both 
feet, balance while stepping across the hurdles, or simply take a 
break with friends to chat. The little ones can crawl underneath too!

Surface required
16 ft. x 12,5 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 4 ft.    W. 6 in.    H. 1,5 ft.
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♥ Combined climber GRCB-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 7 children

♥ Children's favorite

Description

This flagship piece of equipment from our collection is very popular
with children both young and old. Its net combined with the rise of
logs gives it an exciting look and play experience.

Variant
• Preschool size (18 months to 5 years):

4ft high - Product code : GRCB-05

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Socializing Crawl

Surface required
21ft x 20ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 8,5 pi W. 8 pi H. 6,5ft

Preschool size GRCB-05 height 4ft

Regular size GRCB-01 height 6,5ft

PRODUCT CODE:



♥ Scout tent GRCB-02

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 7 children

♥ Children's favorite 

 Eskair's signature equipment

Description

The Scout tent provides two different ways to reach its summit: a 
climbing wall with grips and a wall of logs to climb with a rope. Its 
triangular tent shape provides a play area both above and below.  

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Socializing Crawl

Surface required
21,5ft x 18,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 9ft     W. 9ft     H. 6,5ft

PRODUCT CODE:



 Single climbing rope (w/o rope) GRCO-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 1 child

 Eskair's signature equipment

Description

This equipment provides a daunting challenge! Who will be able to
climb to the top? The pods on the side of the posts make climbing
easier and enhance the climber's experience.
Option: The rope is available with or without knots to help climbing.

Game values

Climbing
Jumping 
Lift oneself up
Se suspendre

Photo as an indication, this module has
only one rope installed in the middle.

Surface required
17ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 5ft     W. 1ft     H. 12,5ft

PRODUCT CODE:



♥ Tire climber with climbing net GRPN-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 8 children

♥ Children's favorite 

 Eskair's signature equipment

Description

The vertical tire climber with net provides an enjoyable climbing
challenge since the articulated tires make the climb slightly different
each time. You can climb through the centre or around the outside
of the tires. This equipment is combined with a climbing net for even
more fun

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Socializing Balance oneself

Surface required
26ft x 18ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 13,5ft    W. 14ft     H. 10ft

PRODUCT CODE:



Totem climber (each) GRTT-01

Representation of 7 Totem climbers

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 2 children

Description

Bring the forest into your play area with this 10-foot-tall climber!
Don't hesitate to put several totems side-by-side, some straight,
others at an angle, to form a wooded area to cross!
Combine with short totems for an even more irresistible challenge
with varying heights.

Variant
• Short totem climber (each): 8’ height. Product code: GRTT-02

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Balance

Minimal surface required
14,5ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 2,5ft     W. 1ft     H. 10ft

PRODUCT CODE:



Vertical log climber GRVT-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 7 children

Description

This compact climber allows the child to climb from all four sides!
They can even go from one side to the other during the ascent. The
logs provide a nice gathering space to meet with friends.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Twirling
Socializing

Surface required
20ft x 13ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 8ft     W. 1,5ft     H. 7,5ft

PRODUCT CODE:



Vertical climbing net GRVT-02

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 5 children

Description

The vertical net climber is a popular park and schoolyard classic. It 
can be climbed on both sides.

Variant
• Vertical climbing net junior - Preschool size (18 months to 5 years): 

5’4” in height - Product code: GRVT-06

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Balance Socializing

Surface required
20,5ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 9ft     W. 1ft     H. 8,5ft

Preschool size height 5ft 4in

Regular size height 8ft 4in

PRODUCT CODE:



♥ Rock climber with climbing hold GRRO-01

Measurements for guidance only. The size of the rock 
remains variable, it is determined according to the project.

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 12 children

♥ Children's favorite 

 Eskair’s signature equipment

Description

The natural climbing rock is Eskair's signature equipment, as few companies venture
into supplying and installing a rock weighing more than 15 tons! It takes a lot of
planning, but the result is spectacular. This super climber will provide a major challenge
to children for generations! The rocks are sanded and inspected to remove any sharp
edges. Natural-coloured climbing grips are installed to maximize the climbing
experience. It can be paired with options 1 to 5 presented in the following pages.

See also the preschool size.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Balance Socializing

PRODUCT CODE:



Option 1 : ♥ Climbing logs (2x) GRRO-04

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 6 children

♥ Children's favorite

Description

The 2 climbing logs are an option in addition to the natural climbing
rock. Combined with huge, 12-inch diameter logs, this rock will be
the most popular area in your playground! Physical and imaginary
play will have no limits. The measurements below are for
information purposes only, as the chosen climbing option will be
adjusted to the size of the rock.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping To slide
Balance Socializing

Surface required
22,5ft x 17ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 11ft    W. variable   H. 8ft

PRODUCT CODE:



Option 2 : Rope crossing GRRO-05

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 3 children

Description

The cross-over rope is an option in addition to the natural climbing
rock. It is ideal for making transitions in a course. The measurements
below are for information purposes only, as the chosen climbing
option will be adjusted to the size of the rock.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Balance Socializing

Surface required
16ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 10ft     W. 1ft     H. 4ft

PRODUCT CODE:



Option 3 : Climbing net GRRO-06

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 2 children

Description

The climbing net is an option in addition to the natural climbing rock.
Different types and sizes of nets are available. The measurements
below are for information purposes only, as the chosen climbing
option will be adjusted to the size of the rock.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Socializing
Balance

Surface required
15,5ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 7,5ft     W. 3ft     H. 5,5ft

PRODUCT CODE:



Option 4 : ♥ Double-ramp slide GRRO-07

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 2 children

♥ Children's favorite

Description

The banister slide is an original option in addition to the natural
climbing rock. Each rock is unique and this option will also be unique
by adapting perfectly to its environment. It’s a variant that replaces
a slide in your playground. The measurements below are for
information purposes only, as the chosen climbing option will be
adjusted to the size of the rock.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Glisser Balance

Surface required
14ft x 12ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6ft     W. 1,5ft     H. 7ft

PRODUCT CODE:



Option 5 : Log ladder GRRO-08

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 2 children

Description

The log ladder is an option in addition to the natural climbing rock. It
will adapt to the rock’s height and shape. The measurements below
are for information purposes only, as the chosen climbing option will
be adjusted to the size of the rock.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
To slide Balance
Socializing

Surface required
17ft x 12ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 5,5ft     W. 5ft     H. 7ft

PRODUCT CODE:



 Small rock climber with climbing hold GRRO-21

Features

Age group: 3-5 years
Capacity: 2 children

 Eskair’s signature equipment

Description

This is the preschool adaptation of our natural climbing rock. The size of
the selected rock will be suitable for children aged 3 to 5. The rocks are
sanded and inspected to remove sharp edges. Natural-coloured climbing
grips are installed to maximize the climbing experience. It can be paired
with options A and B presented on the following pages.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Balance Socializing

Measurements for guidance only. The size of the rock 
remains variable, it is determined according to the project.

PRODUCT CODE:



GRRO-22Option A : Small rope cross

Features

Age group: 3-5 years
Capacity: 2 children

Description

This cross-over rope is an option in addition to the preschool-size
natural climbing rock. It is ideal for making transitions in a course.
The measurements below are for information purposes only, as the
chosen climbing option will be adjusted to the size of the rock.

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Balance Socializing

Surface required
13ft x 13ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 7ft     W. 1ft     H. 4ft

PRODUCT CODE:



GRRO-23Option B : ♥ Small log ladder

Features

Age group: 3-5 years
Capacity: 2 children

♥ Children's favorite

Description

This small log ladder is an option in addition to the preschool-size
natural climbing rock. It will adapt to the rock’s height and shape.
Toddlers will love climbing! The measurements below are for
information purposes only, as the chosen climbing option will be
adjusted to the size of the rock

Game values

Climbing Lift oneself up
Jumping Imagine
Balance Socializing

Surface required
17,5ft x 9,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 5,5ft     W. 4ft     H. 4ft

PRODUCT CODE:
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♥ Puppet theater CRSC-02PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 20 children

♥ Children's favorite

Accessible with reduced mobility

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Creativity
Quiet play
Socializing
Express oneself

Description

This puppet theatre is self-supporting and easily installed on all surfaces. It is a
work of art that will give your play area some style. This equipment enables
children in wheelchairs to actively participate. Option: The theatre can be
installed on a patio to properly delineate the play area (patio cost extra). The
patio also serves as a dance floor and theatre.

Theater dimensions
L. 8ft     W. 4ft    H. 6ft



♥ Kitchenette CRCU-01PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 8 children

♥ Children's favorite

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Creativity Build
Imagine Quiet play
Socializing Discover

Description

Eskair kitchenettes are made of white and red cedar that can withstand weather
conditions for a long time. This kitchenette can be integrated into an existing
structure or we can create a world of cooking and experimentation according to
your tastes! Depending on the location chosen for the kitchen, it can easily be
used by a child with reduced mobility.
Counter option – you can add the countertop portion for an additional cost.

Product code: CRCU-02

Kitchenette dimensions
(with counter option)

L. 8ft     W. 4ft    H. 4.5ft

Kitchenette dimensions
(without counter option)
L. 6ft     W. 2.5ft    H. 4.5ft



♥ Water and sand game CRJE-01PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 10 children
Prerequisite: Requires access to water

♥ Children’s favorite

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Creativity Explore
Sensory play Discover
Free play Quiet play
Socializing

Description

This equipment will become a favorite part of your facilities. Children will spend
hours pumping water and searching for gems buried in the sand. This system
only requires access to a garden hose. An underground system enables children
to pump water easily. The system can be easily shut down by staff as needed.
Optional: play area enclosure in wood or stones.

Surface required
24ft x 18ft



 Xylophone CRMU-01PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 2 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Creativity
Socializing
Sensory play

Description

This musical instrument lets you play notes by moving the cables
underneath the chimes. You can also use objects on the chimes such
as branches or spoons. This solid equipment is made of stainless
steel and cedar and is an essential part of your free play area.

Surface required
18ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6ft     W. 6in     H. 6.5ft



 Talk tube GLMA-13PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 2 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Creativity
Jeu imaginaire
Socializing

Description

The talk tube is a popular accessory for children because it allows for imaginary
play. 2 speaking boxes are connected by a sound-conducting tube buried
underground. Children can have conversations with each other by being at
opposite end of the tube. The system can be installed everywhere in your park,
for example between two small cabins or under a slide. Our assembly hides the
hardware inside the pole, so it is impossible to insert objects into the tube that
could clog it.

Above-ground equipment
L. 1ft     W. 1in     H. 4ft



♥ Wood construction block cart CRCH-01PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 4 children

♥ Children's favorite

 Jeu Signature Eskair

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Creativity
Imagine
Build
Socializing

Description

The Eskair building block set can be used for a multitude of
assemblies. Made of white cedar, the blocks are light and splinter-
free. In addition, they resist rot if they are left outside. It is a must for
free play in your play area. The children will invent play structures for
balance and imaginary constructions.

Custom

We can make custom 
building sets with built-in
exterior storage.  

Price upon request.

Exemple of wood
blocks included



♥ Big free play cube CRJL-02 à CRJL-04PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 8 children

♥ Children’s favorite

 Eskair’s signature equipment

Game values

Creativity Build
Climbing Quiet play
Jumping Crawl
Socializing

Description

This game consists of several cubes of varying heights, available
individually for an arrangement of your choice. They allow you to climb,
sit, jump, and offer children the opportunity to create their own
imaginary games. This simplistic equipment is a must for free play in your
schoolyard.
Large cube: CRJL-04 - Medium cube: CRJL-03 - Small cube: CRJL-02

Surface required
Variable according to the cube arrangement

Above-ground equipment
Variable according to the cube arrangement



 Hansel’s cabin CRMA-02PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 7 years
Capacity: 6 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Creativity Crawl
Socializing Twirling
Express oneself Quiet play

Description

Ideal for free play that stimulates children's creativity, this crooked
cottage design gives your playground a fun, original look. It is
freestanding and easy to install in cedar fibre, on grass or even
indoors.

Surface required
18ft x 18ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6ft     W. 5,5ft     H. 7ft



♥ Lunch cabin CRMA-04PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 8 children

♥ Children's favorite

Accessible with reduced mobility

Game values

Creativity Crawl
Socializing Twirling
Quiet play Express oneself
Group activity

Description

This small cottage is particularly useful for schools and daycares. The
3 benches of varying heights can be sat upon or used as a counter.
Note that we can also install kitchen components. This equipment is
also very appreciated for free play. It is freestanding and easy to
install in cedar fibre, on grass or even indoors.

Surface required
20,5ft x 18,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 8,5ft    W. 6,5ft H. 7,5ft



♥ Wood log cabin CRMA-01PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 7 years
Capacity: 6 children

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Creativity Crawl
Socializing Express oneself
Quiet play

Description

This log cottage will charm you with its cozy appearance. There is a
sink installed inside and a lunch counter to the right of the door. It is
freestanding and easy to install in cedar fibre, on grass or even
indoors.

Surface required
21ft x 21ft 

Cabin
9ft x 9ft



Mini-cabin CRMA-03PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 4 children

Game values

Creativity Crawl
Socializing Express oneself
Quiet play

Description

This small cottage is ideal for small areas. It contains a small bench
inside, as well as a window with counter-style ledge for creative play.
It is freestanding and easy to install in cedar fibre, on grass or even
indoors.

Surface required
17ft x 17pi 

Above-ground equipment
L. 5ft     W. 5ft     H. 6ft



 Teepee cabin CRMA-08PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 4 children

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Creativity Crawl
Socializing Express oneself
Quiet play

Description

The teepee is available with a floor, or no floor if it is installed on a
cushioned surface. It is ideal for small spaces and is designed to
encourage free and creative play. It is self-supporting and easy to
install in cedar fibre, on grass or even indoors.

Surface required
18ft x 18ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6,5ft     W. 6,5ft     H. 8,5ft



 Custom sculpture

Features

Age group: 2+ years

 Eskair’s signature equipment

Game values

Creativity
Socializing
Free play

Description

Wood carvings bring a lot to your park. They provide beauty and
allow the little ones to express their creativity. Made of solid cedar
wood, these larger-than-life sculptures pass the test of time. These
creations are custom-made and the cost depends on the size of the
sculpture. The only limit is your imagination!
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♥ Tall tree cross (5x) TRAB-01-5X

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 5 children

♥ Children's favorite 

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Imagine

Description

Your play area will look like a forest thanks to this tree crossing with
giant and colourful leaves. The trees are installed in such a way as to
allow aerial movement from one tree to another. The diversity of
materials used provides a unique and playful style.

Variants 
• With 3 trees – Product code: TRAB-01-3X
• With 7 tress – Product code: TRAB-01-7X 

Surface required
23,5ft x 18ft 

Above-ground equipment
Height up to 11ft with leaves

PRODUCT CODE:



♥ Junior tree cross (3x) TRAB-03-3X

Features

Age group: 2 à 5 ans
Capacity: 3 children

♥ Children's favorite 

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Imagine

Description

Your play area will look like a forest thanks to this tree crossing with
leaves. They are installed in such a way as to allow aerial movement
from one tree to another. The diversity of materials used provides a
unique and playful style.

Variants
• With 5 trees – Product code: TRAB-03-5X
• With 7 trees – Product code: TRAB-03-7X 

Surface required
23,5ft x 18ft 

Above-ground equipment
Height up to 10ft with leaves

PRODUCT CODE:



Stilts crossing (each) TRAB-02

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5 ans à 12 ans

Capacity: 1 child

Game values

Climbing Hanging
Jumping Socializing

Description

Log stilts for a natural crossing. They are installed in such a way as to
allow aerial travel from one stilt to another. The size of the stilts and
the height of the foot pegs is adjusted according to the school or
preschool clientele.

Variant
• Preschool size – Product code: TRAB-04

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
14ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
Height 4ft



♥ Hanging cedar cask TRTN-03

Features

Age group: 3-5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 6 children

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Crawl Balance oneself
Climbing Imagine
Socializing Lift oneself up

Description

Hanging barrels is a very complete piece of equipment that helps make your
playground stand out. In addition to enabling children to crawl from one barrel
to the next, the bigger kids will be happy to ride on the barrels. It’s a perfect
piece of equipment to please both young and old alike. This equipment
facilitates socialization and allows children to explore their imagination.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
26ft x 21ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 14ft     W. 9ft     H. 7ft



♥ Self-supporting cedar cask TRTN-01

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 2 children

♥ Children's favorite

Game values

Crawl
Balance
Jumping
Lift oneself up

Description

The barrel has always been one of the children's favorite pieces of
equipment. Inside you feel safe, and you can hide in it and imagine
all kinds of games. The little ones will be able to crawl through it
while the older ones will enjoy riding on it. This equipment promotes
socialization and you can install several of them end-to-end to create
a tunnel effect.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
18ft x 16ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6,5ft     W. 4ft     H. 3,5ft



♥ Rope crossing with center log TRCA-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 6 children

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climbing Balance oneself
Hanging Balance
Pirouetter

Description

This cable crossing with logs offers a lateral crossing as well as an
additional challenge for those who want to climb on the log. It’s an ideal
observation post from which to play “Man on Earth“. It can be paired
with other types of crossings as shown in the bottom photo to produce a
longer aerial route.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
26ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 14ft     W. 1ft     H. 8,5ft



Rope crossing TRCA-02

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 4 children

Game values

Balance
Hanging
Twirling
Lift oneself up

Description

The cable crossbar connects equipment to create fun routes without
having to put your feet on the ground. It is easy to connect to
standard equipment or other natural elements, such as trees or
rocks.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
25ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 13ft     W. 1ft     H. 4ft



Tighrope walker TRCA-03

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 4 children

Game values

Balance
Climbing
Jumping
Hanging
Lift oneself up

Description

Crossing on a simple cable is a feat worthy of the best tightrope
walkers! The older children will attempt to cross it without using the
handles.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
26ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 14ft     W. 1ft     H. 8,5ft



♥ Hanging log crossing TRSU-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 5 children

♥ Children's favorite

Game values

Climbing
Balance
Jumping
Balance oneself

Description

This hanging log crossbar works the child's stabilizing muscles as
they try to maintain the proper balance with each step. The height
of the logs can be varied for a higher level of difficulty. Children also
like to swing on the logs to chat together.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
24ft x 14ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 12ft     W. 2ft     H. 5,5ft



♥ Floating log crossing TRSU-03

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 4 children

♥ Children's favorite

Game values

Jumping
Balance
Socializing
Balance oneself

Description

This equipment is a timeless classic. The different heights of the logs
add to the challenge. The little ones will have fun swinging on the
logs!

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
26ft x 15,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 14ft     W. 3ft     H. 4,5ft



Oscillating beam TRSU-02

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 2 children

Game values

Jumping
Balance
Balance oneself
Socializing

Description

This equipment represents a sizeable balance challenge, as the beam
twists and swings during the crossing. The beam is also a prime
location for taking a break between play sessions.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
22,5ft x 15,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 11ft     W. 3ft     H. 4ft



Triple square balance beam TREQ-04

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 7 children

Game values

Balance
Jumping
Socializing

Description

The squared balanced beam allows for safe and easy crossing. It is ideal
for transitioning between two play modules. This equipment is also a
prime location for taking a break.

Variants 
• Double balance beam – Product code: TREQ-05
• Single balance beam – Product code:  TREQ-01

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
30ft x 21,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
One beam:   L. 8ft      H. 1ft



Round balance beam TREQ-02

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 4 children

Game values

Balance
Jumping

Description

The 8 inches diameter round balance beam is an interesting variant
to the classic square beam. Its round shape makes it a little extra
challenging without making its crossing dangerous. It’s a must-have
for your playground.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
20ft x 14ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 8ft     W. 2ft     H. 1ft



Log steppers (each) TREQ-03

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 5 children

Game values

Balance
Jumping
Socializing

Description

This stump crossing goes hand-in-hand with the balance beam. This
makes it an ideal duo for transitions between equipment. The
stumps are sold per unit or in a set of five.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
12,5ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
Height of 6 to 18 inches

depending on difficulty level



♥ Tractor tire crossing (each) TRPN-01

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 2 children

♥ Children's favorite

Game values

Balance Climbing
Jumping Crawl
Lift oneself up Imagine

Description

Tractor tires are a very popular piece of equipment. Children can climb,
crawl and jump from one tire to another. It's an inexpensive piece of
equipment that brings a lot of playful value to your playground. The
recycled tires we use come from partner companies that select tires that
can be reconditioned. They are then cleaned before being installed.

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
19ft x 14ft 

Above-ground equipment
Variable dimensions 
according to the tires



Car tire crossing (each) TRPN-02

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 2 children

Game values

Balance
Jumping

Description

Small car tires are an inexpensive equipment that provide a lot of
fun and safety along the route. They offer a much-loved balancing
challenge for children to move from one play module to another.
Sizes vary depending on the tires selected.

PRODUCT CODE:
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Slide & cabin (5ft) GLMA-01aPRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity:5 children

Game values

Climbing
Crawl
To slide
Socializing

Description

A 5 ft. high slide with a roof to create a play cabin. Access to the 
platform is customizable, i.e. instead of the traditional bar ladder, 
you can install a climbing net, a climbing wall or stairs. You can also 
install play counters or a swing under the platform. The slide is made 
of plastic.

Surface required
26,5ft (+ a free zone of 6ft ) x 18ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 15ft     H. 12ft



Slide (5ft) PRODUCT CODE: GLMA-01

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 5 children

Game values

Climbing
Crawl
To slide
Socializing

Description

A 5 ft. high slide. Access to the platform is customizable, i.e. instead 
of the traditional bar ladder, you can install a climbing net, a 
climbing wall or stairs. You can also install play counters or a swing 
under the platform. The slide is made of plastic.

Surface required
27,5ft (+ a free zone of 6ft ) x 17ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 16ft     H. 9ft



Slide & cabin (3ft) GLMA-02aPRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 4 children

Game values

Climbing
Crawl
To slide
Socializing

Description

A 3 ft. high slide featuring a roof to create a play cabin. Access to the 
platform is customizable, i.e. instead of the traditional bar ladder, 
you can install a climbing net, a climbing wall or stairs. The slide is 
made of plastic.

Surface required
24ft x 17,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 12ft     H. 10ft



Slide (3ft) GLMA-02PRODUCT CODE:

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 4 children

Game values

Climbing
Crawl
To slide
Socializing

Description

A 3 ft. high slide. Access to the platform is customizable, i.e. instead 
of the traditional bar ladder, you can install a climbing net, a 
climbing wall or stairs. The slide is made of plastic.

Surface required
24ft x 17ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 12ft     H. 7ft



CLIMBING and DESCENT options for slide (main access)

All of our slides are equipped with a traditional bar ladder, two sides with railings, and of course, the slide. 

You can increase the fun by adding climbing and descent options to the main and secondary accesses (on the 
sides), to create a custom slide to suit your needs.

Log climb

A fun way to climb
Product code: GLMA-05

Bar ladder

Default option
Ideal for limited spaces

Log ladder

A more challenging climb
Product code: GLMA-03

Stairs

For simplified access
Product code: GLMA-04



CLIMBING and DESCENT options for slide (secondary access)

Increase the fun by adding secondary climbing and descent options to the sides of your slide.

Climbing wall

For an exciting climb
Product code: GLMA-06

Railing

Default option
Solid and safe

Net climber

A fun challenge
Product code: GLMA-07

Double-slide ramp

A fun way to slide
Product code: GLMA-09

Tractor tire climb

For an original game
Product code: GLMA-10

Pole

For a quick exit
Product code: GLMA-08



GAME options for 5 ft. slide

Increase the fun by adding options under the platform to create the ideal slide. For 5 ft. slide only.

Swing

A unique relaxation area
Product code: GLMA-12

Simple creative space

Default option
Let the kids imagine the game

Lunch counter

To create the effect of a playful little cabin
Product code: GLMA-11

Talk tube

A creative sensory game 
Product Code : GLMA-13
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Gaga ball octopit 25ft SPGG-03

Features

Age group: 3 to 12 years
Capacity: 12+ players

Game values
Moving
Socializing
Creativity

Description

Gaga ball is a super enjoyable game that totally reinvents popular dodgeball. The
game’s rules make it exciting and safe, and it will be the most popular area of
your park! The hexagon provides a very creative play space that the little ones
will appreciate. It becomes an arena for imaginary play. You can also sit around
it for an improvised nature class!
Option: a rubber floor with synthetic turf, extra.

Variants
15’ Gaga ball hexagon (6-8 players) - Product code: SPGG-02
20’ Gaga ball hexagon (8-12 players) - Product code: SPGG-01

Surface required
26ft x 26ft 

Above-ground equipment
Height 3,5ft

PRODUCT CODE: 
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♥ 75’ Zipline (23 m) BATY-01

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 1 child

♥ Children's favorite

Description

The Zipline will steal the show in your playground and both young
and old will enjoy it. Our standard zipline is 23m long and has a
starting platform. Children sit on the pommel during descent for
more safety. Note that we do not offer a zipline with rail cart for the
hands. It is possible to carry out projects on a natural slope.

Game values

Balance oneself
Hanging

PRODUCT CODE:

Surface required
96 ft. x 22 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
Starting H.  11 ft.     End H.  9 ft.



Cross arch swing – 2 persons – w/o seats BACR-02

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

12 years and over
Capacity: 2 children

Game values

Balance oneself
Socializing

Surface required
26 ft. x 23 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 14 ft.     W. 9 ft.     H. 8 ft.

Description

This is classic playground equipment! Eskair provides solid western
red cedar log construction to accommodate two seats (either for a
baby, child or adult) or a bird's nest basket swing. This will certainly
be one of the busiest modules in your play area.

Available seat options are presented in the following pages.

PRODUCT CODE:



Cross arch swing – 4 persons – w/o seats BACR-04

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

12 years and over
Capacity: 4 children

Game values

Balance oneself
Socializing

Surface required
26 ft. x 23 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 27,5 ft.     W. 9 ft.     H. 8 ft.

Description

This is classic playground equipment! Eskair provides solid western
red cedar log construction to accommodate 4 seats (for a baby, child
or adult) or bird's nest basket swings. It will certainly be one of the
busiest modules in your play area.

Available seat options are presented in the following pages.

PRODUCT CODE:



Cross arch swing – 6 persons – w/o seats BACR-06

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

12 years and over
Capacity: 6 children

Game values

Balance oneself
Socializing

Surface required
52 ft. x 23 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 40 ft.     W. 9 ft.     H. 8 ft.

Description

This is classic playground equipment! Eskair provides solid western
red cedar log construction to accommodate 6 seats (for a baby, child
or adult) or bird's nest basket swings. It will certainly be one of the
busiest modules in your play area.

Available seat options are presented in the following pages.

PRODUCT CODE:



Cross arch swing – 8 persons – w/o seats BACR-08

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

12 years and over
Capacity: 8 children

Game values

Balance oneself
Socializing

Surface required
64,5 ft. x 23 ft. 

Above-ground equipment
L. 53 ft.     W. 9 ft.     H. 8 ft.

Description

This is classic playground equipment! This huge swing has 4 solid
bays built of western red cedar logs, and will accommodate 8 seats
(for a baby, child or adult) or bird's nest basket swings. It will
certainly be one of the busiest modules in your play area.

Seat options are presented in the following pages.

PRODUCT CODE:



With Eskair swings, you can choose the types of seats that will best suit your needs. These options include a baby
seat, a child seat or an adult seat, as well as a much-loved bird's nest basket swing that can accommodate up to 4
children at a time. Each swing bay can accommodate 2 seats or one bird's nest basket swing.

Seat options for swings

Child seat – Product code: SPEC-014

Adult seat – Product code: SPEC-015 
The same model but wider.

Bird's nest basket – Product code: SPEC-088
Standard colour, black exterior, red inner net

Baby seat
Product code: SPEC-016



You have not found what you were looking for?

Contact us to discuss it!

We have several other special creations that might
interest you, or it could be possible to tailor an 
equipment to meet your needs.

We look forward to assisting you in the realization
of your project!

Marie-Pier Vincent
Sales and marketing director
819 471-7959
ventes@eskairamenagement.com

mailto:ventes@eskairamenagement.com

